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*
COMMERCE RAIDING IN
GLOBAL WAR
Since MOVES is a vehicle to further explore
the techniques and theory of simulations,
we'll use it" as a medium to expand the
existingsyste'in in Global War. The ideas put
forth here are not intended to replace what is
already present in the game; they are merely
meant to offer further possibilities for
expansion of the existing game.
There were essentially two separate and
mutually exclusive roles that combat vessels
played in this period of warfare. These roles,
were combat and commerce raiding. It was
quite rare that a single fleet would attempt to
combine these two different objectives. An
example of a~ureicombat role would be such
efforts to destroy Enemy sea power as was the
case in such battles as Midway and the Coral
Sea. This role was generally quite well
d~fine9 in terms of strategy and t~ctics;
Japanese submarines," for example. were
almost exclusively used in the combat role;
they seldom tried to sink Allied merchant
spipping.
The role of commerce raiding was more
clearly shown in the doctrine that was
followed by german surface raiders. such as
the Graf Spee, and the Battle for the Atlantic
conducted by U-boats. A second part of the
commerce war would be defensive measures
taken by combatants. The convoy system
used by the Royal Navy and the JJS Navy is
an example. Here, combat ships being the
used in a purely defensive role - that role
being the protection of merchant shipping.
1;pe esporHng warships seldom wi:!nthpnting
Enemy surface raiders and submarines; they
were content to bring their charges safely to
their destinations. This is reflected in Global
)Var 9Y th~, strigping,of e~corting units of
their ZOnes of Control and Attack Strength:
However, it is possible in terms of the game,
for a combat fleet to search out and engage
both Enemy combat warships on a purely
offensive combat mission and then turn right
around and take on the commerce raiding
role. This was seldom done in practice.
Therefore, an alternate Sequence of Play for
the Naval Stage is proposed:

NAVAL STAGE
Mission Allocation Phase
First Naval Movement and Combat
Phase
Second Naval Movement and Combat
Phase
Commerce Raiding Movement and
Combat Phase
During the Mission Allocation Phase, the
Phasing Player determines which ships he
wishes to place on a combat mission and
which shall be allocated to a commerce
raiding (either offensive or defensive) role.
All ships that were assigned a commerce
raiding role, i.e., escort or attacking Enemy
Merchant Ships, are inverted. These units
may not move. attack nor be attacked during
the First or Second Naval Movement and
Combat Phases. Note that Merchant Ships,
although a commerce type unit, may move in
all three Phases.
The ships that were allocated a combat role
then proceed to the First Naval Movement
and Combat Phase. This Phase is handled
identically to the standard rules. The only
difference is that these ships may neither be
assigned escort duty, nor attack Enemy
Merchant Ships or their escorts; they may
only attempt to engage Enemy combat ships
that are not escorting Enemy Merchant
Ships.
During the Commerce Raiding Movement
and Combat Phase, all ships that were
assigned the commerce raiding role are
turned right-side up and the ships that were
assigned a combat role are inverted. The
ships assigned to commerce raiding may now
move and have combat. This will consist of
moving onto Friendly Merchant Ships to
perform escort and <in attacking Enemy
Merchant Ships and their escortsThe'uaval
units that were assigned to the commerce
raiding role are subject to Transit Attacks
from all Enemy naval units, regardless of
their Mission Allocation.'fhis
is because
Transit Attacks are not considered true
combat; rather they are a function of
movement.
By using this modified Sequence of Play for
the Naval Stage of Global War, a degree of
historical accuracy may now be added that
'lV3S not included in the original game.
Players should be aware that this will place
rather arbitrary limitations on their naval
forces, but it will show the doctrine that was
used during the Second World War."
LKip;Allen
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"OLYMPIC" mSTORICAL NOTES
Operation Olympic is highly successful - as a
g~me. i\s an accurate ~.istorical simulation it
leaves something to be desired.
The game's major weak point is the map.
Even after allowing for the necessity of
making geography conform to the hexagonal
grid. there are still too many errors for the

scale involved. Some of the minor problems
are misplaced towns, inaccurate coast line,'
incorrect rivers, and an arbitrary road net.
The big problem is with the treatment of
rough terrain. Kyushu is much rougher than
the S&T game designers give it credit for.
Many areas of the map which are clear
terrain should be rougth terrain and,
perhaps a tenth to a quarter of all terrain in
Kyushu should be impassable, except along
roads.
At this point you're probably saying "so
what" and muttering something about,
"buffism". With a more <accurate map
Operation Olympic would be a much
different game and one which could go
further towards enhancing the "paper time
machine" concept of approaching games.
With terrain accurately depicted it becomes
obvious why the U.S. chose the invasion
areas it did. There was really no place else.
Imari Invasion area would never have been
considered. The coast there is broken by too
many small bays and inlets,' punctuated by
numerous small islands, all providing perfect"
cover for Naval tokk'otai and enfilading
artillery. In addition, the terrain behind the
beaches rises very quickly. I suggest that
Players substitute Yawata Invasion Area
(5816, 5817, and 5818) for Imari.
In the Fukuoka area, move the town of
Karatsu to 5309. This is its correct location,
but the river should run along the other side
of the hex. Add 5612 to the area and remove
5409.
Osumi Area would never have been considered either. The only road runs down the
west side of the peninsula from Kanoya to
0709. By contrast, the east side fronts the
ocean with cliffs. To make up for the loss of
Osumi, substitute Izumi Invasion Area:
2202, 2303. 2504, and 2603.
Remove 0717 and 0718 from the Ariake
Area.
The Miyazaki Area from 1522 south to 1120
was also an unlikely site for invasion. The
coast from 1622 south to 1219 is broken and
backed up by virtually impassable terrain.
running from 1419 to 1721. From 1219 to
1621 the terrain should be rough. In
addition, the road runs along the beach. not
one hex back. Players should shift the
Miyazaki Area north so it runs from 1723 to
2125. Tsuno Area should be shifted north
from 2326 to 2627.
The other major area of concern with the
game is the Japanese Order of Battle. This is
surprising since the accompanying S&T
article lists it correctly.
Players' should remove the following units:
3rd, 4th, Sth, Sth, and 8th Infantry Brigades.
%th Independent Mixed Brigade.
l Ith, 231st, and 225th Infantry Divisions (all
regiments; these three divisions were actually
stationed on the Japanese island of Honshu).
Add the following units:
98th Independent Mixed Brigade
46th Tank Regiment
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4th Independent
Tank Brigade
5th Independent
Tank Brigade
6th Independent
Tank Brigade
56th (Kurume) Depot Division (3 brigades)
46th (Kumamoto) Depot Division (3 brigades)
Also, the Combat Strengths of units in the
game seem to be poorly reasoned out. For
instance,
the 25th Infantry Division, an
experienced combat tested unit, mobilized in
August, 1940, with 25,804 men and almost
all of its equipment, has a total Strength of
seven; whereas the 351st Costal Combat
Division, mobilized in June, 1945, and with
11,145 men, has a total Strength of ten. In
spite of the fact that Coastal Combat
Divisions had a higher proportion of grenade
launchers, mortars, and machine guns of all
types, it seems strange that a veteran unit
with over twoce as many personnel and a
marked superiority in artillery would be only
75% 'as effective.
The following table shows the Strength and
general location of the combat-capable
units
located in Kyushu in September, 1945. I have
made suggestions
for changing
combat
factors, but readers
are free to make
adjustments as they see fit.
Besides those units listed in the table, there
were also present in Kyushu:
11.249 men in nine independent
mortar
battalions;
1,824 men in four self-propelled
gun
battalions;
9,790 men of the Fourth
Anti-Aircraft
Division;
12,624 men in thirty independent
signal
units;
21,36(
men in twenty-five
independent
artillery units;
1,948 men in nine special garrison units;
20,000 men (approximately)
in line of
communications
units.
Of these independent
units, most of 'those
which are combat units have had their
strengths factored into the strengths of larger
units (usually line infantry divisions) listed in
the table.
The table does not .include units of the 16th
Area Army stationed on Tsushima, the Ike
Islands,' and other small islands of any
distance from Kyushu.
A note of caution: the location names are
1945 names. In many cases, the names have
changed. For instance, the towns of Yawata
and Lokura have since combined with two
others to form the city of Kita-Kyushu.
The strength of the new OB is 206; the S&T
OB is 147. If you feel this is too much of a
change and that it changes the play balance
excessively, leave out the engineer units and
reduce the strengths
of the line combat
divisions by one Point each.
Abbreviations are as follows: ID = Infantry
Division (line); IDC
Infantry Division
(coastal
combat);
1MB = Independent
Mixed Brigade; ITB = Independent
Tank
Brigade; TR = Tank Regiment;
IBN =
Infantry Battalion; DD
Depot Division;

=

=

MCTU = Machine Cannon Training Unit;
EBN = Engineer Battalion; Location is unit
vicinity or headquarters
location. Strength
is all personnel in the unit; Points refer to
total Combat Strength of all subunits (if any),
the first number is S&T's, the second my
readjustment,
a dash indicates units not
included in the S&T Order of Battle.
Unit
25 ID
57 ID
771D
206 ID
2161D
1181MB
1221MB
1261MB
212ID
146 IDC
303 IDC
1251MB
145 IDC
312 IDC
351 IDC
4 ITB
86 ID
154 IDC
156 IDC
981MB
5 ITB
6 ITB
1 TU
433 IBN
434 IBN
435 IBN
71 EBN
72 EBN
82 EBN
89 EBN
90 EBN
104 EBN
119 EBN
120 EBN
121 EBN
122 EBN
123 EBN
124 EBN
56DD
46DD
Naval

Strength Points

Location
Miyanokojo
Sasaguri
Sakurajima
Hitoyoshi
Kurume
Saeki
Nagasaki
Sendai
Miyakono
Oguchi
Iizuka
Chiran
Ukamashi

25,804

7/15

18,429

7/9

15,700

7/8

23,426
26,093

7/14
7/16

6,494
6,291
5,547
22,290

4/4
3/4
4/4
7/12

13,615 10/9
11,894 817
7,444
15,361

3/4
10/8

11,023 1017

Imari
Fukuoka
Fukurnaru
Shibushi
Tsuma
Honjo
Kaya
Yukinozaki
Okubo
Kokura
Amakusa
Amakusa
Hitoyoshimachi
Sozogun
Takarabcmachi
Takarabemachi
Kumamoto City
Sozogun
Unknown
Higashimatsura
Miyanokojo
Kurume
Kagoshima
Yamagun
Kamumoto
Kurume,
Fukuoka,
Omura
Kumamoto,
Miyanokojo,
Kagoshima
Sasebo

11,145

1017

2,175 -11
13,418
16,524
13,041

7/8
8/9
8/8

5,427 -/4
3,104 -/4
3,692 -"-/4
1,250
1,036

-/2
-/2

1,036 -11
1,036
814
814
891

-/1
-/1

-/1
-/1

891 -11
891
891
891
891

-/1
-/1
-/1
-/1

891
891
891
891
21.536

-/1
-/1
-/1
-/1

21,395

-/9

5,000

7/4

-/9
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THE CAISSONS GO ROLLING

ALONG •••

In Combined
Arms
the transport
is
"organic" in artillery units. The poor bloody
infantry
has to mount
and dismount
laboriously from trucks and APC's, but the
guns, it seems, can just limber up and dash
off. Now almost all the Hand L artillery in
the game is towed, not self-propelled.
A
battalion of guns requires a lot of trucks (or

horses, or other prime movers) to get from
here to there. Players of Kampfpanzer
(for
example) will recall that artillery pieces are
utterly immobile unless they can hitch a ride
with friendly transport. This is unrealistic.
Since the Combined Arms counter mix has
plenty of trucks, we may assign one to each
artillery unit as its own organic transport.
Make the Movement Allowance of artillery
zero (in the Heartbreak Ridge Scenario, the
Chinese guns, presumably,
are drawn by
mules or dragged by their crews at an
infantry pace, s'o let that stand).
This enables us to do away with the silly rule
(6.12) that requires guns to vacate Enemy
ZOC's
if at all possible.
As Division
Commander why can't I order my gunners to
stand their ground, load cannister and fight
until the enemy crawls right up to their gun
muzzles (or until they get Overrun, anyhow)?
And how about increasing the effectiveness
of artillery fire at point-blank
range? It's
certainly
true that gunners
prefered
to
engage their targets from as safe a distance
as the range of their pieces would allow, but
this was by no means universal. With a
Defense Strength of "1" nobody is going to
try using cannon in a Napoleonic fashion.
Now if the guns can be moved by truck, why
can't the artillery supply units? Sufficient
ammunition
for any number of turns of
regular tire can travel merrily about the,
board on the unit's own transport,
but
somehow that triple-strength
load is just too
heavy to move. Why can't. we displace the
guns in one trip, then send the trucks back to
pick up the ammo dumps? (Subject to the
inevitable interference.)
[P.S. Why can't
tanks?)

the Russians
-Michael

ride on their
Markowitz

